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Availability of the reprocessed IGS05 precise orbits opened the door to the possibilities of the re-
processing of two GPS campaigns in the Bosnia and Herzegovina, organized in the year 2000 and 2005. 
The data of the GPS observations processed using the Bernese software, version 5.0. Results were in the 
IGS05 reference frame. Corrections for the delays of GPS signals passing through the troposphere were 
estimated for every 2 hours, and their projection on the horizon at the height of the observed stations was 
calculated using wet Neill mapping functions, but horizontal gradients were estimated for every 4 hours. 
Results of reprocessing shows improved accuracy. 
It could be generally said that the accuracy of the all three components of the positions were within the 10 
mm and accuracy of the velocities for the identical stations were about 1mm/year, which  were evaluated 
in the combined campaign. Coordinates of  the stations from combined campaign were transformed to 
ETRF2000.

In its effort to keep pace with contemporary developments in Europe, Geodetic administrations in Bosnia and Herzegovina organized 
GPS campaign to densify the EUREF network observed in year 1998. The campaign is called BIHREF2000 (B&H Reference Frame), 
and lasted five days, when more than 20 new GPS stations were observed for the two daily sessions, and data were processed using 
the Bernese software. The resulting coordinates in ITRF97 and ITRF2000 were transformed into ETRS89 coordinate system. The accu-
racy of the coordinates was not satisfying the required accuracy of 1 cm for all three components of the position for all stations. In 
thethe meantime, the campaign CEGRN05 (Central European Geodynamic Reference Network) organized in the framework of the geody-
namical project CERGOP2/Environment (Central European Regional Geodynamical Project), when 14 stations were observed in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Among observed stations, there were 8 same stations from the BIHREF2000 campaign. Availability of the 
daily observations for B&H networks is shown in the Table 1.
Availability of the reprocessed IGS05 precise orbits (IG1) opened the door to the possibilities of the re-processing of GPS campaigns 
in the Bosnia and Herzegovina in order to improve resulting parameters accuracy, ie. to achieve the required accuracy of 1 cm for all 
three components of the stations. Distribution of the GPS stations in B&H is shown at Figure 1. 
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Fig. 4: Daily reputability of BIHREF2000 and CEGRN2005 in BiH.

After the transformation of the reference coordinate of the selected 9 datum stations from 
IGS05 into ITRF2005 for the epoch of the combined (daily) solutions, it was detected that the 
datum station JOZE has a large residuals. This station was excluded from the list of datum 
stations and a new conversion from the realization IGS05 into the realization ITRF2005 was 
conducted with the other 8 datum stations.

Fig. 7: Horizontal and vertical velocities of B&H stations as resulting in the combined campaign.
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Table 2: Parameters applied in the processing within both campaigns.

Benefit of the availability of the reprocessed IGS05 orbits (IG1) used for re-processing of 
the B&H campaigns resulted in the improved accuracy of the realization of the geodetic 
reference network of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It could be generally said that the accuracy 
of the all three components of the positions were within the 10 mm and accuracy of the 

We expect further improvements in the accuracy that can be achieved through re-processing 
same data, which can be possible when IGS08 reprocessed orbit would be published. Also, we 
expect that the application of new achievements in the troposphere modeling, ie. using pres-
sure and temperature from Global Pressure and Temperature Model (GPT) and projection to the 
horizon of the height of observed stations with the Global Mapping Function.

Fig. 5: Error ellipses of estimated station coordinates BIHREF2000 and CEGRN05 with a 
probability of 95%. Error ellipses were multiplied with a factor of 4. 

Fig. 1: Bosnian GPS stations in BIHREF 2000 and CEGRN2005 campaigns

The data of both campaigns were evaluated at IGS05 separately. In order to get an accurate ambiguity solution 
for each campaign, the improvement of a priori coordinates was repeated so long, until the difference between 
the estimated and introduced a priori coordinates reached a value less than 3 cm for each coordinate compo-
nent. Fig. 2 gives a general description to the strategy of data processing applied for both campaigns using 
Bernese software, version 5.0. Selected IGS reference stations showed at Figure 3. Table 2 shows summary of 
data evaluation giving parameters used for data processing.

Fig. 2: Strategy for data processing      Fig.3: Selected IGS reference stations


